THE SLIME CITY TIMES
07/05/2018
This week in the Rowdy Fuckers Cop Killers™ Juvenile Detention Center discord server:

The stock market update was added on Monday the 30th of April, and an hour later it crashed to
horrendous lows of under 30 slime per Slimecoin. A group of people known as the
#groundfloorboys invested during this crash. They are Infallible Investor (me), Thalamus
Dredge, The Big Gay, Kanman and of course sweet mouse (Malanaks). Over the course of the
week the economy started to grow back.
On Wednesday we had the first monthly Slimefest where Ben Saint and Munchy Shatsky put all
the slime on the line in an intense showdown in Pokemon Sun and Moon. This was followed by
some more Pokemon XD Gale of Darkness, a visit by the Lord of Ghosts and the judging of the
last weeks art contest on insults, which Kanman won with his LISA edit.

The main attraction of Slimefest was of course the pokemon battles between the two faction
leaders. Munchy went in with 11 Muks to Ben’s 7. The first round had Ben Saint sweeping
Munchy’s team with Bevan’s Megaslime. The second round looked like it was going to be a
repeat of the first with Ben setting up to sweep with Dredge’s Megaslime. But out of nowhere
Corrosive Megaslime got the only crit in the slimefest, killing Dredge’s Megaslime and winning
the rest of the battle from there. Overall both lost 7 megaslimes.
But soon enough none of that would matter because on Saturday the market boomed and
everything changed.
The economy was on an all-day upswing. Well, at least until...

The Market crashed and it crashed bad. Slimecoin lost half its value in just a few hours.

Sweet Mouse got out biggest getting 19 megaslimes banked for the Killers.

I came out of it as the richest man on the server.

That didn’t mean it was all good. Some didn’t come out of this as well off as the rest of us. The
Big Gay? Betrayed by his teammate.

A betrayal of epic proportions

Off course, it turned out this was all accidental and the fact that The Big Gay could be killed
wasn't even considered. At least that’s the official story.

Following this the slime scores of the two kingpins have had a major gap between them.

And just last night we got an introduction to the new killing system which will consist of using
slime as bullets and health. Ideas have been thrown around and changes will be made. More
news to come in the future.

Special thanks to Sixten for editing

